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Abstract
This paper is an extension to my previous work which has finally arrived at the
implementation phase. It presents in chronological order simulations performed
on 3 different data sets with performance metrics. The purpose is to demonstrate
that when the Alpha Power trading methods are applied to real market data, they
do even better than their theoretical settings or in tests performed on randomly
generated data series as developed and described in my previous papers.
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The above equation represents my simplified mathematical model of the trading
strategy. It builds on the Buy & Hold strategy to which is added enhancers and
boosters to achieve higher performance under a long term controlled trading
environment.
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Introduction
In late October 2007, I released a research paper in which I tried to explain the
workings of my trading methodology for a system developed in Excel on
randomly generated price series (Alpha Power: Adding More Alpha to Portfolio
Return). My intention was to provide a description of the trading system without
naturally giving away the code itself. All I wanted to show was that the trading
methods used could way outperform the Buy & Hold strategy and to do this it
was necessary to modify some old portfolio management precepts. In it was
proposed an alpha accelerator which produced an exponential Sharpe ratio
changing the very nature of the risk/reward equation.
The performance obtained on tests using random price series required some
understanding of the processes in motion and a reasonable explanation that
would fit within Modern Portfolio Theory. The document elaborated a theoretical
framework where in order to explain obtained results there was a need to modify
some basic tenets of portfolio management theory. It culminated in expressing a
trading system in a single equation (equation 16) in order to explain results. In
route to its conclusion, it advanced that one could generate alpha following
trading procedures optimizing inventory holding functions.
The paper proposed to add an alpha accelerator to the Sharpe ratio which would
transform the ratio from a linear to an exponential equation meaning that you
could improve exponentially your reward to risk ratio over time. It was a minor
change to a 50 some years old equation but a major improvement to modern
portfolio theory, at least I thought so. The proposition was: not only there were
alpha points but they could be gained through self-directed trading procedures.
You wanted more performance; you put more pressure on your controlling
functions.
In my second paper in November 2008 (A Jensen Modified Sharpe Ratio to
Improve Portfolio Performance), an even more elaborate mathematical
framework based on Stochastic Portfolio Theory (SPT) was presented. This
paper was intended to incorporate what was elaborated in the Alpha Power
paper into a set of stochastic differential equations which would again explain
why and how the trading procedures worked. This paper also ended with a
restatement of equation (16) from the original paper (Alpha Power). The focal
point of the paper was a set of equations which when preset would control the
trader’s inventory management behavior. To explain test results, it was required
to advance an increasing Sharpe ratio over time, just as in the first paper.
Both these papers made bold statements: one could increase portfolio
performance without necessarily increasing risk, and one could control the
inventory functions in such a way as to outperform market averages. The Jensen
modified Sharpe ratio had dramatic implications requiring the restatement of
equations accepted for decades by Modern Portfolio Theory advocates.
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The next phase was to simply implement the trading system on real market data.
But it did not go that fast. I was sidetracked by other research of importance to
the trading method like trying to determine appropriate and optimum position
sizing methods integrated within a total trading solution.
And then I stumbled on Schachermayer’s notes (2000) and his expression of the
pay-off matrix. I was very impressed with his work and had to convert to his
mathematical view of trading systems. I immediately started expressing my
trading methods within his mathematical formulation. The transition was very
easy; all my trading formulas were simple plug-ins. It demonstrated that the
holding function (stock inventory) was the central point of interest and that what
was most important was how you managed your stock inventory in time. For me,
in final analysis, it was all a quest for a simple answer to two questions: why it
worked and how it was done.
And finally I was ready for the implementation phase: testing on real market data.
The walk forward was out of the question. It would take years (for a long term
system) to demonstrate that it worked as planned and by then you would have
wasted all those years. What was left was simulation over past data. The trading
methods described in my papers have over-diversification as a risk minimization
measure. It’s this over-diversification approach that can protect the portfolio
against any singularity like a stock going bankrupt.
So groups of stocks were selected for testing from what WL members were
viewing at the time, and the old Wealth-Lab 4 site simulation platform would run
the scripts directly on the WL site.
The testing environment was simple and effective for my purpose. There was no
way to cheat. All you could do was provide your trading script what ever it was as
long as it contained no bugs and that it could operate within the timeout delay
(about 2 minutes). You could select a stock or a watch list on which your script
could operate. What ever the outcome, good or bad, those were the performance
results generated by the script.

What is Alpha Power?
Alpha Power is a trading methodology developed and refined over the years to
become a total portfolio management solution. It was designed to meet some key
objectives:
•
•
•
•

to greatly outperform the Buy & Hold strategy,
to accumulate shares over time while doing so,
to trade market swings over its accumulative functions,
and to accept other functions that can boost performance.
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Its outstanding feature is that it is based on predefined trading procedures;
mathematical functions that trigger entry and exit points. This is not a system
responding to usual technical or market indicators. It makes no price predictions.
It’s a portfolio level trading system with pre-determined trading behavior. What’s
fascinating about this trading strategy is that instead of trying to predict future
prices, it determines beforehand at the inventory level the quantity of shares to
be held in the portfolio.
It's a trading methodology and a trading philosophy backed by a mathematical
model. My current working model looks like this:
t− 1
Wα (t ) = (1 + Li )(1 + Bi )t − 1 Qoi (1 + gi + Ti + Ci )t − 1 Poi (1 + r )t

There is a lot of power built in the above equation which operates at the portfolio
level (say 50 stocks or more). It can raise portfolio performance to new heights;
way beyond the Buy & Hold strategy. It is all about compounding rates of return.
The equation above is a simplified version of equation (16) from my first paper:
Alpha Power. Let’s take a closer look.
Buy & Hold Needs a Boost
The basic tenet is that the old Buy & Hold strategy of investing is not really dead;
it only needs a boost. The primary objective of the Alpha Power trading method is
to accumulate more shares over time than what would have been put in the Buy
& Hold. The reasoning is simple and as a trivial example; consider that if at the
end of a trading interval you have 2 times more shares than in the Buy & Hold,
then you have 2 times more equity in your portfolio.
It all starts with the Buy & Hold equation: in one of its representations, an initial
capital is invested in i selected stocks making up the portfolio growing at their
respective compounded rate of return over a long term horizon.
W (t ) =

i

∑

1

W ' (t ) =

i

∑

1

Q io Poi (1 + ri )t

Buy & Hold wealth equation

2 Q io Poi (1 + ri )t

Trivial Alpha Power equation

The above two equations resume the situation. You can not change the price; it
is the same for everyone. You can not change the time, it is just there and also
the same for everyone. Ah! The rate of return can be different for everyone: yes.
But Modern Portfolio Theory states that the most likely outcome for the expected
long term rate of return for a diversified portfolio is simply the market average;
which translates to close to the same for about everyone.
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If you want twice as many shares in your portfolio twenty years from now, you will
have to buy them sometime over this same investment period. To make things
simple, say we start with 1,000 shares as initial stake, you would need to buy 50
shares per year to reach your goal. And you would have to compensate for the
fact that those purchases are done at a different price than the initial price.
Where would the money come from? Answer: from the excess equity buildup. As
price rises you use the paper profits to buy more shares. For example, take
$100,000 invested in the Buy & Hold and having 10% compounded return over
the 20 year investment period (the secular market average). This will grow your
portfolio to: $ 672,750; and of this total, $ 572,750 is in paper profits that have
gone unused. The Alpha Power methodology will use part of this excess equity to
buy more shares and thereby achieve higher return than the Buy & Hold. It will
even add boosters, enhancers and accelerators to improve performance even
further.
The central idea in the Alpha Power methodology is to use the excess equity
buildup instead of letting it go to waste. It proposes to use part of the paper
profits in a controlled manner to boost performance.
The Original Alpha Power Paper
The original Alpha Power paper (2007) provides the basic understanding of the
method in action. The first objective is to accumulate shares long term at a
compounded rate using the profits generated by the rise in the stock price. The
accumulation process itself can be controlled to a great extent using
mathematical equations.
My first attempts at controlling functions were of the linear type. They
represented an increase in performance but it was not enough. I wanted more
and on the principle that if it could be done using linear equations, it was just a
small step to start using quadratic or exponential equations. Going exponential
was a better idea, at least in the beginning it surely sounded more profitable.
Going Exponential
From linear, I went exponential. And from there, the method progressed to the
point where it became a whole trading system in itself, a process that could be
controlled, automated and which could produce results that would very easily
outperform the Buy & Hold. The method was generating alpha.
W '' (t ) =

i

∑

1

Q io (1 + g i )t − 1 Poi (1 + ri )t
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The idea was to increase the inventory on hand at a delayed growth rate: using
part of the accumulating profits to acquire more shares. This way, the terminal
wealth would grow as the product of two exponentials and part of the excess
equity buildup would be put to more productive use. But it was not enough, more
was needed.
By adding a short term trading component you could push performance higher.
W '' (t ) =

i

∑

1

Q io (1 + g i + Ti )t − 1 Poi (1 + ri )t

+ short term trading

And having the stock inventory building up over time, you could overlay a
covered call program which would also have the ability to push returns higher.
W '' (t ) =

i

∑

1

Q io (1 + g i + Ti + Ci )t − 1 Poi (1 + ri )t

+ covered call program

In this last equation, the accumulation, trading and covered call programs have
been converted to their respective average rate of return contribution to the
wealth function. Having a positive trading strategy coupled with a positive
covered call program would clearly contribute to overall performance.

Was This The Limit?
Not at all! You could add leverage and incremental position sizing which would
increase the bet size as the portfolio grew in value.
Wα (t ) =

i

∑

1

(1 + Li )(1 + B it − 1 )t − 1 Q io (1 + gi + Ti + Ci )t − 1 Poi (1 + ri )t

The above equation, my latest Alpha Power trading equation, has quite a few
components contributing to the overall performance. All of which when taken
separately can boost performance. When taken all at once, they have an
exponential multiplicative effect except for the leverage factor which is linear.
Setting all the enhancement parameters to zero will make the above equation
revert to its origin: the Buy & Hold equation.
When looked as a whole, the last equation represents the Alpha Power trading
method which is designed to do the following:
•
•
•

Accumulate shares over the long term at an exponential rate
Trade short to mid term market cycles over its inventory accumulation
program
Scale in and out of positions as a way to average in and out
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•
•
•
•

•

Run a covered call program over its increasing inventory
Increase its incremental bet size over time according to portfolio size
Add leverage to boost performance
Reinvest part of the profits generated by the accumulation, short term
trading and covered call programs into accumulating more shares
which in turn generate more profits to be reinvested in accumulating
more shares…
The more a stock rise in price, the more all these functions will push
performance higher.

Each programmed function can contribute to the overall performance as
compared to the Buy & Hold. Should the price of a stock not rise, its inventory
stays the same or declines. Applying all these procedures will result in having the
biggest positions in the highest rising stocks in the portfolio while having the
smallest bets on the worst performers. The whole process seems to act as a
portfolio asset allocation function.
You still don’t know what the future will bring. You still don’t know which stocks
will outperform. You still don’t know how much profit any of the stocks will bring.
But based on your preset trading behaviour, you know what you are going to do
when the price of the stock triggers one of your entry or exit points. You did preprogram your whole trading behaviour from the start after all.
The Jensen Modified Sharpe
The Jensen Modified Sharpe paper (2008) provides the mathematical backdrop
for the accumulation program and part of the position sizing functions. On pages
30 to 33 is provided the equation set needed to determine the required capital,
the quantity that will be purchased and the profit that will be generated based on
the price differential. The first derivative of the required capital equation will even
give at what price the maximum requirement will be reached. It therefore
provides the answer to how much capital will be needed to achieve your preset
goals based on your method of play.
The method of play is predetermined as a reaction to price movements; from
initial to incremental bets, all is preset. The trader’s reaction to market moves is
therefore determined from the start.
Based on these equations, the method starts by taking a small initial bet. If the
price increases, other small bets may be triggered. Should the price not rise, no
additional bets are made and should the price fall; a stop loss might be
generated on the small bet.
In the beginning, because of the small initial bets, portfolio volatility is greatly
reduced as the majority of the portfolio is still in cash. With a rising price, more
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shares will be bought as the shares on hand will already show a profit. With time
stocks will get to a point where the inventory on hand is the same as the initial
quantity invested in the Buy & Hold strategy. At which point both methods have
the same equity on hand. But the game does not stop there. While the Buy &
Hold might stand still (quantity wise), the method keeps on accumulating shares
as prices continue to rise. It continues to use the excess equity to acquire more
shares. It even gets to a point where the added profit generated by the ongoing
increasing inventory is more than enough to pay for the shares being added to
the portfolio as if the market was paying for the accumulation program. Again see
the Jensen Modified Sharpe paper for a more elaborate view.
Alpha Power Trading Methodology
Using the Alpha Power trading methodology, you preset what you want to get out
of the market from the start. You put it in mathematical form, equations that
govern your trading behavior. Should the price behave in such a fashion as to
run the course of your preset equations then it would have been like knowing in
advance the sum of profits that would have been generated. When stocks
behave at a lesser price differential, they see their portfolio weight decline. The
method rewards the best performers the most.
You want more profits; you raise your objective functions knowing how much
more capital will be required to accomplish the task as well as how much profit
might be generated. Again, the Jensen Modified Sharpe paper provides the
governing equations on pages 30 to 33. The paper also suggest that the
equations provided are not the only ones that will work; once one is found, whole
families of such equations can also be found.
When considering all the above from the point of view of my last paper: The
Trading Game, any asset could be chosen to be part of the portfolio. In fact any
asset at all that can be bought, that can be sold when you want to and that can
appreciate in time can do the job. It’s the ability to use the excess equity that
seems to matter most.
A Trading Philosophy
It becomes a trading philosophy where instead of trying to predict every market
move, you sit back and wait for the market to respond to your preset equations.
Your participation in the market is on your terms. You have designed your own
game within the game. When a price triggers a stock purchase you know it is
based on your holding’s increasing valuation and you know that passed a certain
price, it’s the market itself that will be footing the bill (see Jensen Modified
Sharpe paper).
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A set of equations govern the trading behavior. And as a side effect, nonperformers are eliminated as they represent only small bets on losing trades.
Whereas, the best portfolio performers have their positions size increase in
proportion to their advance. This is not just buy low and sell high, it is buy low
(no, no, no; it is just buy), buy higher and higher and higher. But let the market
prove that it has reached the higher price level first.
So, how high can you push your long term portfolio return? I would say, quite
high and on your own terms. I am still in the implementation phase. All the tables
presented will deal with the accumulation and position sizing algorithms. In all the
tests provided, there was no leverage used, all trades were for 5k and no
covered call program implemented.
What follows is my continued quest of what started as the Alpha Power project
over 4 years ago; my search to explain in mathematical terms what I was already
doing in Excel. In the beginning, it was like having the answer to a problem but
without knowing the reason why. In order to prove to myself that the obtained
results were indeed valid, I needed to formulate the mathematical foundation that
could explain what was going on inside all the trading procedures.
The Implementation Phase
After over 4 years of setting up the mathematical foundations of the Alpha Power
methodology, it was time to start its implementation; time to test on real market
data, and hopefully at the same time improve upon the trading methods.
I started my Alpha Power implementation phase around mid-March. It took a long
time to get there. It seemed I was always sidetracked by something or other. I
first wanted to prove to myself mathematically that the concept worked. After all,
it worked in my randomly generated stock price series (refer to my original
papers). I would at times hit a mathematical wall so to speak; not being able to
express in mathematical form what I had in mind. For those that have read my
papers, you simply don’t get up in the morning saying: what you need is a matrix
of stochastic differential equations to represent your holding functions. You first
need to get use to those things. Nonetheless, the math is there to corroborate
that the Alpha Power trading philosophy is based on a serious and solid
foundation.
In plain text, the method advocates only a few simple concepts: buy and hold for
the long term, but do it progressively on the way up. If you have a short term
profit, take it and reinvest the proceeds to accumulate more shares. This way you
will trade market cycles to your advantage over your long term holding
objectives; you have for primary purpose to hold for the long term anyway. Use
the paper profits (the excess equity buildup) to acquire even more shares on the
way up (which can also be sold for a profit to reacquire more shares). It took over
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three years to say those things in math and demonstrate that these procedures
would increase overall performance way above the simple Buy & Hold strategy.
This led to the first implementation. I needed some kind of trend definition since
my methods buy on the way up. The initial search on the old WL site had the
Trend Checker script by Gyro (2004) in the list. Knowing the author’s work, I
thought it would be a good starting point: it had a trend definition. And all I was
looking for is something saying uptrend and downtrend.
My first modifications to the script were to look for a better trend definition and
then integrate my own trading methods to the existing script. The modifications
made the script a totally new script with different settings and trading philosophy.
I was looking for performance…
The Modified Gyro Trend Checker Script (first implementation)

Test from July 2005 to April 20 2011. Presented April 21st.
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The results of my first draft on the 43 stocks did just that; they were presented on
the WL board on April 21st with a 47% compounded return over the 5.83 years
test period (1500 bars). The next day, just to make the point, I put out another
group of 43 stocks with an annualized return of 48%. Both tests were based on
the Gyro Trend Checker script found on the old WL 4 site. Naturally, I broadly
modified the script not only to include my own trading methods but to change the
trend definition to better suit my purpose. You intend to accumulate shares on
the way up; you need something that says the short term trend is up. It does not
need to be accurate, only that somehow a stand is made; an uptrend declaration
is given.
The results of both tests way outperformed the Buy & Hold to such an extent that
I don’t think any of the over 1800 scripts on the old WL site could even come
close. The modified script was intended to seek in time full market exposure as it
accumulated more shares. It also traded market swings over its accumulative
process.
The Modified Gyro Trend Checker Script (second data series)

Test from July 2005 to April 21 2011. Presented April 22nd.
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Alpha points are very expensive and very hard to get. Most of the current
literature on portfolio management can demonstrate mathematically that alpha
points, if there are any, will tend to zero long term. And yet, there they were;
alpha points gained by trading skills alone; by a set of mathematical stock
holding functions. The literature on Modern Portfolio Theory, has demonstrated
again and again that what ever holding function you wish to design, in the long
run, its difference from the Buy & Hold will be minimal, meaning tending to zero.
I’ve opted to jump over that limited view of the game.
After having transformed the script for my first implementation iteration; I realized
that I needed to run the original script, as is, for the record; saving a copy of the
results and all the charts produced. How could I compare performance without
having the results of the original script? How could I show that the modifications I
made to the script were the reason for the outperformance? So the same data
set as my first implementation was used on the original version of the Gyro
Trend Checker script.
The Original Gyro Trend Checker Script

Test from July 2005 to April 22 2011. Presented April 22nd.
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Using the original script as is, the performance for the group of selected stocks
was not enough to even beat the Buy & Hold strategy. It had a 38% hit rate and a
62% stop loss execution rate. However, one positive point was that it had a profit
on every stock on the list which should be considered better than most but still
not enough to warrant its use as a trading vehicle. Why work when a money
market fund can outperform all the time spent developing your trading strategy
which can not even beat the Buy & Hold?
More Improvements
It took only a few days of added modifications to push performance higher. At
these levels, alpha points are even harder to get. But nonetheless on the same
two data sets, performance rose to 55% and 54% respectively.
Improved Version Gyro Trend Checker Script (second data set)

Test from July 2005 to April 21 2011. Presented April 23rd.
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Improved Version Gyro Trend Checker Script (first data set)

Test from July 2005 to April 22 2011. Presented April 23rd.

From this level of performance, I tried to modify other scripts, even with looser
trend definitions; it seemed I did not need much. One that showed promise was
the Neo Master version 2 script. After many modifications, I did release on the
WL board one performance chart (IMAX) which operated at over 100%
compounded return. The script was put aside as a not ready to show. But it
raised the bar anyway.
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Neo Master version 2 Script

Test from July 2005 to April 29 2011. Presented April 30th.

My next step was to show that the preset functions could be regulated in an
attempt to extract performance. In early May a test on RIMM using trading levels
was presented. You wanted more performance; then you reached (meaning preprogrammed) for a higher level. RIMM was not the best of candidates, over its
almost 6 years test; the price went from a high of about $140 down to $45 at test
time. But still, performance levels could be preset as shown in the Jensen
Modified Sharpe paper.
You wanted more performance; you could simply apply more pressure to your
set of objective functions. The trading process ended with the obvious: trade
more profitable trades over the stock’s price swings and you will make more
profits.
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The Trading Levels Experiment on RIMM

Test from Aug 2005 to May 10th 2011. Presented May 12th.

Improving the Trading Methods
In the last few days of May, I converted the QQQ and QID Trader script to my
trading philosophy. Just as with the Neo Master version 2 script (not shown
except for the IMAX chart), performance levels were way high. The first table was
in at a 91% annual rate of return for the first data set. Same data set using a
different trend definition system and with full utilization of the excess equity
buildup.
This was like reaching a new plateau. Trading over the accumulation process
and reinvesting the proceeds in more trading was pushing performance higher.
As the number of trades grew, so did the annual return. Also, the average hit rate
was in excess of 90%. Stop losses were relatively small and in small numbers.
All of which are desirable characteristics for a trading system with an
accumulative stance or for any system for that matter.
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QQQ and QID Trader Script (after modifications)

Test from Aug 2005 to May 27th 2011.

There you had a trading system that could easily be automated with high
performance levels, high hit rate, low stop losses and that prevailed over different
data sets. It was remarkable.
Usually, the simple fact of changing data sets would prove to be disastrous to
performance levels. As if a trading system trained and optimized for a particular
data set; when confronted with a different data set would crumble.
It was understandable why the Alpha Power methodology would prevail across
board on different data sets. It was playing equations, preset equations and not
market or technical indicators. It needed a loose trend definition and from the few
that were used in the above tests it seems that maybe almost anything would do.
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The Livermore Master Key Challenge
Then on June 1st, I presented this great idea on the WL forum after seeing on
the old WL 4 someone displaying a chart with the Livermore Master Key script
(2005). I issued a challenge to all to improve the script to a tradable level, and all
members starting from the same point.
To start the ball rolling, using the first data set in the series, I presented the
performance results using the original Livermore script as is. Performance was
dismal, barely making any money, a mere 0.21% over the 5.83 years of test;
almost undistinguishable from a 50/50 random game.
The Livermore Master Key Challenge (original script)

Test from Aug 2005 to May 31st 2011.
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At first view, the method has little value. It could not even beat the Buy & Hold
strategy or a money market fund for that matter. I found its trend definition
unusable, and its performance using the script as is, to be more than sub-par. It
resulted, in my opinion, in a totally worthless script. Based on the above table,
the data seems to corroborate this view. It’s simply a 10 day moving average
channel system disguised as a main trend with pullbacks, reactions and rallies
which might have worked in Livermore’s time; but I really doubt it. Technically it is
a simple system and where most of the trades are of the stop loss variety.
Livermore in his time did not have the use of computers or sophisticated software
programs to do the job for him; all was done by hand, back testing facilities very
limited or non-existent. I think he more relied on his experience, convictions and
knowledge of the game than on this specific trading strategy because if he did,
he was not making any money or otherwise he was very lucky.
The Livermore Master Key Challenge (after first modifications)

Test from Aug 2005 to May 31st 2011.
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I thought the challenge would be fun for a few weeks at least, it’s a complex
script, had a legendary trader’s trading method as backdrop so everyone should
be interested. It would be like improving the design of a master trader. Sure...
Well, that was a very short challenge. Only a few hours later, my own
modifications to the original script had pushed performance to 86% per year. At
which point, it became useless to continue the challenge as already the bar was
much too high for anyone on the WL board.
Personally, I was in modification mode, so I continued to improve the script not
only on the model itself but I also jumped to level 1 where I knew performance
would increase further. Putting more pressure on the accumulative functions
would be sufficient to raise the bar higher.
Livermore Challenge. First Data Set (Model 0.5 Level 1)

Test from Aug 2005 to June 1st 2011.
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Thereafter, I presented the 3 data sets in succession with 109%, 117% and
103% annual return respectively. Even after a 5 week market decline, all 3 data
sets exceeded 100% compounded return. They had suffered the financial crisis
and nonetheless, they not only survived, they thrived. The performance metrics
remained about the same for the 3 data sets: high hit rate, low stop losses and
highly profitable. As expected, according to the Jensen Modified Sharpe paper,
the stocks having the highest price differentials were also the highest performers
with the highest portfolio weights.
Livermore Challenge. Second Data Set (Model 0.5 Level 1)

Test from Aug 2005 to June 2nd 2011.

I should point out the value of having a script perform well on 3 different unseen
data sets. This implies that the trading methods used can be viewed in a general
sense; and that they can be applied with about the same results on other data
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sets. The 3 tests were done in succession with no search for improvements or
optimizations.
Livermore Challenge. Third Data Set (Model 0.5 Level 1)

Test from Aug 2005 to June 2nd 2011.

An astonishing performance even if I have to say so myself. Performing at over
100% compounded return over an almost 6 years period and over 3 different
data sets should be considered more that outstanding or remarkable, it should be
viewed as phenomenal, good for the Guinness book of world records.
At one point, you realize that by increasing the trading component you
accelerated overall performance. More trades in the price swings, more profits
that could be reinvested in the next swing. It formed a feedback loop reinforcing a
desirable characteristic of your trading functions. The Livermore Master Key
challenge may not have lasted very long, but it had worthwhile lessons and a few
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tricks to teach. But then all the modifications applied to the Livermore Master Key
script were in accordance with my trading philosophy and therefore I should not
be surprised that the performance increased to those levels as they were preprogrammed to do so.
Three variables in the Alpha Power equation as used in the above tests have
significance at the portfolio level. First, increasing the inventory growth rate will
increase performance. Second, on the closed long positions, it is preferable to
seek higher profits on an increasing number of trades. And third, increasing the
number of such trades can have a major impact on portfolio performance.
Based on previous test results, I tried to explain the achieved performance in
light of the Alpha wealth formulation. What ever the performance achieved you
need a reasonable explanation for the results. It is easy to find explanations
when your script loses but when your performance exceeds the seemingly
reasonable, what then?
Alpha Wealth Generation Formula
This is my attempt at providing an answer in light of my trading philosophy and its
mathematical framework. The table below starts with the same initial capital as in
the three tested data sets. My methods are scalable up or down; so view the
initial capital just as an odd comparison point. Here is the wealth formula again:
t− 1
Wα (t ) = (1 + Li )(1 + Bi )t − 1 Qoi (1 + gi + Ti + Ci )t − 1 Poi (1 + r )t

The objective is to set the value of the variables in such a way that the
performance result can be reached and that they can provide a reasonable
account for these same results.
Starting with the improved version of the Gyro Trend Checker script, the idea is
to adjust the parameters to obtain about the same final results (see table below).
First, since no leverage was used and no covered call program was in force, both
these controlling variables are set to zero (no influence on the outcome in the
aforementioned tests).
The inventory growth rate variable (g) was set to 1 meaning full utilization of the
excess equity buildup. The bet sizing variable has for mission to increase bet
size as portfolio value grows. It was set to a reasonable value since after all the
primary objective of the method is to accumulate shares long term when feasible.
This accumulation only occurs if there is a sufficient equity reserve to add to the
existing inventory buildup.
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Equity Infusion Trading Method
There is only one variable left: the trading method equity infusion. For the
numbers to approach test values it was required to set that the short term trading
method was providing the equivalent of 110% increase to the inventory
accumulation formula. The short term trading method alone was generating
enough cash to acquire more shares; practically feeding the inventory
accumulation process to a large extent. And since this was a controllable function
parameter, it implied that it was sufficient to increase profitable trading to
increase performance.
When view in graphical form, as in the charts below, the accumulation rates start
to show their power. Over a six year period it is easy to view the impact of the
Alpha Power components. However, when looked from a 20 year perspective,
the first six year seem to be undistinguishable one from the other. And there lies
the importance of the Alpha Power methodology: to get to the 20 year results you
have to follow the procedures over the whole 20 year period to get there. And
when extrapolating to 25 years at the same performance levels, one has a sense
of awe at the numbers generated.
Improved Gyro Trend Checker

Alpha Power wealth equation.
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Improved Gyro Trend Checker
Graphic representation (6 years)

Graphic representation (20 years)

Alpha Power wealth equation.

Improved Gyro Trend Checker

(25 years)

Alpha Power wealth equation.
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The Alpha Power trading method feeds on itself; it generates profits that are
reinvested to generate even more profits. It is its long term view of the game that
enables it to slowly acquire more and more shares of the best performers while
starving non-performers. In the first few years, it is hard to distinguish which
component is contributing to the total; but in the end, it is very easy to see what
each trading function brought to the plate.
A Reasonable View of the Numbers
These are the most reasonable numbers and explanation I have that can explain
the results for the three separate tests provided (over 120 stocks in all). Note that
I have set the rate of return at 20% even if the long term market average is closer
to 10% than anything else; therefore the Buy & Hold column may be divided by
two. Why I used 20% return was simply that the stocks that were included in
these tests were all survivors and I thought that it would more than reflect the
inherent upside bias. Setting a lower value for the rate of return would force to
increase the bet sizing algorithm and/or the trading component contribution rate
to overall performance (see table below).
Improved Gyro Trend Checker (the 10% case)

Alpha Power wealth equation (10% case).

To obtain about the same result as the first table, it was required to increase the
Bet Sizing rate to 0.55 and the Trading component to 2.50. This implies that the
trading algorithm would have to have been even more efficient at extracting
profits from market swings than first suspected.
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When considering the performance results from the Livermore challenge data,
the trading and bet sizing parameters would have to be set much higher to reach
their goals.
Livermore Challenge. Third Data Set (Model 0.5 Level 1)

Alpha Power wealth equation.
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Livermore Challenge. Third Data Set (Model 0.5 Level 1)

Alpha Power wealth equation.

To achieve about the same performance as in the 3 rd Livermore Challenge data
set (see above table) required to push the bet sizing contribution to 0.8 and the
trading function contribution rate to 7.50 all the while maintaining full excess
equity utilization. The added trading volume was proving itself to be most
rewarding. This also meant that there was a greater stock accumulation process
in action as well as a more efficient trading method extracting more profits from
market swings.
Increasing the trading algorithm, the bet sizing function, implementing a covered
call program or adding leverage would all have for effect to increase
performance. Another way to increase performance would be to have a better
stock selection process, but that is another quest all by itself.
It was shown that setting trading levels higher increased the number of profitable
trades over the trading interval which led to increased overall performance. The
reasoning is understandable in light of the preceding explanations for the
overperformance.
The Alpha Power trading methodology presets mathematically the trader’s
desired and acceptable trading behavior to future market fluctuations. As a
method, it allocates more funds to the higher performers while at the same time
reducing and starving non-performers. In hindsight, the method ends up making
its big bets on big winners and only small bets on losers. It is really a Darwinian
approach to playing the game.
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A Darwinian Play
Based on the Alpha Power trading philosophy, I will try to explain the evolution of
a typical Alpha based portfolio; a kind of Darwinian look at how the stock market
game is played following this methodology.
First, a stock selection is made. In the three tests shown, I took the lazy way out.
I selected stocks that were being analyzed at the time by other Wealth-Lab (WL)
members on the old WL4 site. The selection method could be considered close
to random in the sense that you did not know in advance what members would
pick to analyze. The method had an inherent survivorship bias; only survivors
were viewed. Literature on survivorship bias estimates the overvaluation at about
3 percentage points. So, let’s be over cautious and take off 10 points from the
above results to compensate for survivorship bias.
However, there are better selection methods available and since Alpha Power
has a long term view of markets one should also select his/her portfolio within the
same long term view. Doing this will greatly reduce the survivorship bias.
The trading methodology is based on over-diversification and plays averages not
necessarily single positions. The purpose of over-diversification is to spread the
risk so that no single adverse position can damage significantly the whole
portfolio.
The first trading step is to take a small initial position in all the stocks. In the tests,
again as the lazy way out, an initial 5k was put in each stock. Thereby, the whole
portfolio started with 5% invested and 95% in cash. With 43 stocks in a test, each
initial bet was about 0.12% of total portfolio equity. The relative weight of each 5k
bet will decline as the portfolio grows in value. Each new 5k bet will see its
portfolio weight reduce as the portfolio gains value. A 0.12% of equity in a single
trade is not the conventional asset allocation method. This is like risking 12 cents
per hundred dollars should your initial bet go bankrupt and less if your stop loss
is hit first.
In the beginning, even a 50% drop in the DOW would represent a mere 2.5%
drop in the portfolio. The method buys on the way up so no new positions would
be taken on the way down. This makes the method highly risk adverse from the
very start. The philosophy being that it is preferable to have 2% interest from the
bank on 95% of your capital than to suffer a 50% drop in equity. However,
starting with only a 5% market exposure, the portfolio will underperform until it
has played catch up by accumulating shares on the way up.
Starting with a low equity stake and low exposure in the market means that the
method will have to compensate first to reach the Buy & Hold performance level;
and then to exceed it. This is where the Alpha Power wealth appreciation
function comes in.
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In the real world, we thrive to conform like stay lean, be moderate or avoid
obesity; but in the stock market you would like to have all your positions grow big
and fat, as big as they want and as fat as they can (big inventory, big spreads
between buy and sell prices). But on your portfolio’s “fat” farm, not all stocks are
created equal. Some will thrive and others will underperform. It is your trading
method, your “feeding” method that should reward the best performers (with
more buys), those stocks growing the most and the fastest. That is why you have
an accumulation program set to acquire more shares of the stocks going up. That
is also why your program has a flat out exit procedure on parabolic stocks and a
trailing stop exit for stocks that start to underperform from any level.
Based on the calculations you know that the accumulation process is not enough
to produce big performance results. Adding a trading program to piggyback over
the accumulation process gives the ability to generate more profits, thereby
accelerating the accumulation process. The method has for credo: profits are
good.
Since you are buying on the way up for the long term you soon realize that most
of your positions have accumulated profits that you stand ready to convert to a
more short term process: collecting part of the profits. The sale proceeds can be
used to re-establish positions with higher accumulative functions. This way, every
significant stock cycle can bring you profits that can be re-injected in the ongoing
accumulation process. You even have in your design a scale out function for
stocks that want to go parabolic. Again to take the profits and re-start the process
with still higher objective functions.
The non-performers are part of your “out” watch list. If they keep underperforming, you tighten the exit functions and can even eliminate them,
recuperating the left-over cash to start a new position on a new stock or feed the
accumulation program of other stocks.
Using a system like this changes your view of the market. On the one hand, you
trade using equations; a total trading system that presets what you are going to
do in the future what ever the prices may be, even twenty years from now. And
on the other hand, you have a market that you can not control, that follows its
own path without even the notion of your presence. You follow your equations,
turn the volume up or down, control the addition to the list of tradable stocks and
follow your attrition program for non-performers. The result is a portfolio that can
grow at a higher rate than the Buy & Hold with just a little added work to
accomplish the task. And since the method can be automated, maybe the added
work is not that considerable after all and might be well worth the efforts.
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Conclusion
I was advised not to present any higher performance levels. I’ve listened to the
arguments and decided to comply. It might be a lost opportunity to show what my
trading methods can do but on the other hand there is a credibility factor that has
to be addressed. Already with the improved Livermore script I am showing
results that way exceed all the over 1800 scripts on the old Wealth-Lab 4 site.
For that matter, I have never seen any mutual fund or hedge fund present
numbers as provided above. I can put the metal to the floor so to speak but I am
really uncomfortable at presenting higher performance results.
All the tests mentioned in this paper where done on the old Wealth-Lab 4 site
using the simulation platform provided. There is no cheating possible using that
venue, no fixing the numbers to look good. For one, you can only supply your
script. And you can only provide a stock symbol or a watch list of stocks ready to
have your script execute the list. What ever the outcome of the simulation, it is
the answer; that you make a profit or not. There is no other possible outcome to
your data input. The results of tests as provided above could not be tricked,
manipulated or distorted. What you have is what was provided as simulation
results on the old Wealth-Lab site. All the number crunching and chart generation
was done remotely. I kept a copy of all the charts produced by all the tests
shown. All the charts are dated and with the Wealth-Lab logo.
All the equations needed to perform the above are explicitly given in my papers.
Anybody could decipher or reverse engineer all my equations to arrive at an
equivalent trading method or even, as I suspect, better ones.
You are trading based on your own objective functions, your game within the
game. A stock performs in such a way as to trigger your entry and exits points
and you benefit from the process. You made no price prediction except that long
term you expect the average stock to survive and prosper. Should your opinion
change; then start constricting your trading functions for an orderly exit.
Otherwise, let your equations govern your trading environment. Based on what
has been presented here, it might not be that bad a solution.
In the abstract, it is mentioned that performance results of simulations on real
market data exceeded the theoretical settings and the simulation tests on
randomly generated stock prices. Throughout the text, the question has been left
un-answered as to why. The reason is simple: the real market data is more
volatile than the simulated randomly generated prices series used in my previous
work. The Alpha Power trading methodology is path dependent; will trade every
significant price cycles and feed the proceeds to the next swing in price. And
therefore, the short to mid-term trading component of the method will contribute
more than anticipated to the overall alpha wealth generation formula (see pages
24, 26 and 28 of present document).
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This leaves the door open to design even better short to mid-term trading
methods. Maybe adapt the Alpha Power governing equations to real-time market
data instead of presetting all the trading behavior from day one. Allow the
equations to fluctuate alongside market sentiments. Based on my most recent
simulations on market data, I know I can push performance levels higher and that
alpha points can easily be generated.
The simple fact that the simulations presented in this paper worked along the
lines of the Alpha Power wealth generation formula would tend to give credence
to the theoretical framework presented in my papers. And thereby reinforces the
statements made concerning alpha generation: contrary to academic beliefs,
alpha points exist, do not necessarily tend to zero long term, and can have the
property of producing exponential Sharpe ratios as presented in my papers. The
consequence being the ability to generate returns much higher than the Buy &
Hold.

List of my papers and articles (related to the Alpha Power project):
Alpha Power: Adding More Alpha to Portfolio Return (2007)
Jensen Modified Sharpe Ratio (2008)
New Formula (2008)
Total Solution (2009)
Questions and Comments (2009)
Another Trading Model (2009)
Position Sizing (2009)
Pay Off Matrix (2009)
Trading Game (2010)
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